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though we admit it to be disputable, is clear—that they, their >
&c., should never be resorted to, as in the examples presently
to be given they are. With a view to avoiding them, it should be
observed that (a) the possessive of one (indefinite pronoun) is
one's, and that of one (numeral pronoun) is either his, or her, or
its (One does not forget one's own name: I saw one of them
drop his cigar, her muff, or its leaves); (b) he, his, him, may gener-
ally be allowed to stand for the common gender; the particular
aversion shown to them by Miss Ferrier in the examples may
be referred to her sex; and, ungallant as it may seem, we shall
probably persist in refusing women their due here as stubbornly
as Englishmen continue to oifend the Scots by saying England
instead of Britain, (c) Sentences may however easily be con-
structed (Neither John nor Mary knew his own mind) in which
his is undeniably awkward. The solution is then what we so
often recommend, to do a little exercise in paraphrase (John
and Mary were alike irresolute, for instance), (d) Where legal
precision is really necessary, he or she may be written in full.
Corrections according to these rules will be appended in brackets
to the examples.
Anybody else who have only themselves in view.—richardson, (has
. . . himself)
Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coute, in novel-writing as in carrying
one's head in their hand.—s. ferrier. (one's . . . one's)
The feelings of the parent upon committing the cherished object of
their cares and affections to the stormy sea of life.—s. ferrier. (his)
But he never allowed one to feel their own deficiencies, for he never
appeared to be aware of them himself.—s. ferrier. (one's)
A difference of opinion which leaves each free to act according to
their own feelings.—s. ferrier. (his)
Suppose each of us try our hands at it.—s. ferrier. (tries his hand;
or, if all of us are zoomeiz, tries her hand)
Everybody is discontented with their lot in life.—beaconsfield. (his)
4. Other mistakes involving number made with such pro-
nominals, or with nouns collective, personified, or abstract.
Inconsistencies, which effectually deprive the story of all shred of
literary illusion.—Outlook.

